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ABSTRACT
The feasibility of carrying out scatter radar experiments on the Space
Shuttle has been analyzed. Design criteria considered were the required
average transmitter power, frequency resolution, spatial resolution, and
statistical accuracy. Experiments analyzed were measurement of the
naturally enhanced plasma line and the ion component of the incoherent
scatter spectrum,and the plasma line artificially enhanced by an intense
HF radio wave. The ion component measurement does not appear feasible,
while the other two appear reasonable for short ranges only.
1. Introduction
Recently there has been considerable interest in the possibility of
using scatter radar aboard the Space Shuttle. The reason lor this stems
mainly from the fact that the strength of a radar signal is inversely
proportional to the range. Results equivalent to those with a ground-
based transmitter should be obtainable with a transmitter of much lower
power.
The purpose of this paper will be to evaluate the -practicality of
scatter radar on board the Shuttle. As one might expect, this raises a
whole new set of problems whose disadvantages must be carefully weighed
against the advantages of close proximity to the region being probed.
Among these are the limited power available, the limited time available
for measurement due to the motion of the Shuttle, and the interference
from ground clutter.
Our evaluation will be carried out by examining in detail three types
of experiments: measurement of the plasma line of the incoherent scatter
spectrum, measurement of the ion line, and measurement of the plasma
line enhanced by an intense HF radio wave. In each case we will consider an
idealized optimized measurement system in order to obtain' as favorable
an evaluation as possible. The variables to be evaluated are the average
radar transmitter power, the HF power (in the case of the modification
experiment), the spatial resolution, and the frequency resolution.
2. Scattered Power
In this section we derive expressions for the scattered power arriving
at the receiver. Our starting point is the high-frequency expansion for
incoherent scatter given by Barker and Crawford [1971)-, Eq. (78)]
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r is the classical electron radius, S is the incident power flux in
0 p
the scattering region, V is the volume, N is the number density,
is the spectral density, X y anc* *--v are tne electron and ion
susceptibilities, f and f are the electron and ion number densities,
\)G Ul
Q is the solid angle subtended by the antenna, CD is the (positive)
radian frequency of the scattered wave, and P is the scattered power at
the receiver. Because of the geometrical relationships
V = A^h do = Ar/h2 PT = SAB (3)
where A and A h are the horizontal area and thickness of the scattering
S
region, Ar(= TlAn r.) is the antenna aperture, r is the antenna radius,
T| is the antenna efficiency, h is the range, and P is the incident
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power, we may rewrite (1) as
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For the natural plasma line and auto-correlation measurements we desire
the integral of (k) over all frequencies. This is done by evaluating
GO
S(ky) =/ S(KY,o)Y)dcDY (5)
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and the results are [ Ichimaru, 1973]
2 2S(O = it P = r N PTArAh/(2h ) ion component
(6)
S£y) = 2Jt(kyXD)2 P = r2 N P^ltyX^Ah/h2 plasma line .
In the case of HF induced enhancements, the starting point is the
equation for scattering by strongly driven plasma waves [Marker and
Crawford, 197*4-, Eq . 81] :
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In this formula T is the observation time and V is some local sub-
volume of the total scattering volume. Substituting (3) and the relations
S0 XD!1= in f dh = 2 A H f} '*)
(8)
where X is the Debye wavelength, K is Boltzmann's constant, T is
the ionospheric temperature, H is the scale height, and CD is the
local electron plasma frequency we obtain
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If we invoke the random phase approximation, we may approximate '" '
by
Kl2 = |S(
where
and r is the vector pointing from the scattering region to the radar
receiver. Since Y refers to a plasma wave, it can be shown that d^>
P
We may replace duo by dcu in (9) and integrate over the delta-function
to obtain
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Let us introduce the quantity I through the relation
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Then (12) can be written simply as
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DuBois and Goldman [1972, Eq. (8)] have shown that I is given by the
relation
(16)
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where
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is the ratio of the HF wave power flux to the threshold flux,
- 1/2
S = 2
is the swelling factor [Ginzburg,
X =
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a is the square root of the electron to ion mass ratio, v is the electron
G
thermal velocity, 1$ is the HF wave frequency, u> is the electron cyclotron
(j C
frequency, ^ is the sine of the dip angle, ar.d E is the HF electric, f.ield
that would be present if there were no plasma. From elementary antenna theory
we know that
E2
0
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where G is the antenna gain and ?„ is the transmitter power. For a
Yagi-type HF antenna, G = 5 , while for a parabolic antenna we have
G = A f2 (21)
where T). is the antenna efficiency.
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If we wish to obtain the total power scattered, we must integrate
(15) over [UQ, . The only factor of significant variation is the
6
(1 + X ) in (16), so we need to find
dm . (22)
0
Noting from (13) and (19) that we may replace den by ak^v X , we
™ Ve ereadily determine that this integral is equal to — . This gives
a total power returned of
Jtr2 H N(k.X )2 PA £2$ 2
P ^  ° 5 ^ ° T r ^ • (23)
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3. Statistical Accuracy
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the scatter radar system, it
is important to know the statistical accuracy with which the scattered
signal can be determined. This is determined by a number of factors,
including signal-to-noise ratio, pulse length, number of pulses, and
receiver bandwidth. One must also distinguish between methods for
resolving the spectrum as a function of frequency. One method of doing
this is by measuring the auto-correlation function, and then numerically
transforming to the frequency domain. This measurement can be carried
out by transmitting groups of pulses and measuring the return. If
there are K groups of pulses with n pulses per group, then it can
be shown [ Farley, 19?2] that the rms error, e
 f of each lag-product in
the correlation function is given by
(2*0
where P is the signal power and P.. is the noise power, given by
PN = V/f •
Another way of .resolving the spectrum is to pass the received
signal through a filter bank and determine the spectrum as a function of
frequency directly. The rms error of each frequency component is then
given by
where K is the total number of pulses, T is the pulse length, Af
is the bandwidth of each filter in the bank, and P is again given by (25)
8

It should be pointed out that both (2U) and (26) are based on the
premise of noise. cancellation. That is, it is assumed that the receiver
power is measured in the absence of the signal, and this result is then
subtracted from the receiver power measured in the presence of the signal,
Referring to (2^ ), it is clear that one approaches the point of
diminishing returns as the signal to noise ratio assumes values in the
region of 1/n . Beyond this point e can be effectively lowered only
by increasing K . Therefore, when the correlation function method is
used, we will assume that
Likewise, when we use the filter bank method and (26) applies, we
shall assume that
<28>
h-. Ground Clutter
Figure 1 shows the geometry of the scatter radar system for a shuttle
flying at an altitude h . If the region being probed is a distance h
o
below the shuttle, then a transmitted pulse will return at t = 2 h/c .
Clutter generated by this pulse will swamp any received signal during the
period from t to t ,
g e
2 h o o
t = 2 h /c t = —- = - (h* + 2 h Re)
g g e c c g S
(29)
corresponding to reflection over the region from directly below the shuttle
out to the shuttle's horizon. In order, therefore, to avoid interference
from ground clutter it is necessary to confine the transmission of any
train of pulses to a period of length t - t . followed by a period of
g h
no transmission of length t - t + t
e g h
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J. Plasma Line
In the case of the naturally occurring plasma line, we do not generally
want the frequency spectrum, but rather the integral of the spectrum with
respect to frequency. If one desires a height resolution of Ah , then
the associated pulse length, T , and receiver bandwidth, Af , are related by
A convenient pulse scheme for accomplishing this measurement is shown
in Figure 2. Groups of pulses are transmitted over a period of t ,
followed by a like period t during which the receiver gate is open.h
This prevents the receiver gate from being open when the transmitter is on.
Each group of pulses consists of individual pulses chosen to be of length T for
height discrimination. The region probed by each pulse is shown as shaded.
Clutter between individual pulses is prevented by transmitting the individual
pulses at a sequence of frequencies separated by more than the receiver
bandwidth, Af . As mentioned .above, the receiver gate must be closed
between t and t in order to avoid ground clutter. Therefore theg e
total number of pulses, K , that may be transmitted during a period
t is given by
If the measurement is made while the shuttle traverses a distance Ax at
a velocity v , then the total number of pulses is
11
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Referring to Fig. 2, it is also clear that the average transmitter power,
P
 } can be written in terms of the peak transmitter power, P , by
f\ •!•
means of the relation
P. K T
( }
PT *e g he
Substituting (32) into (28) shows that we may measure the
plasma line to a horizontal spatial resolution of
2v t
A* = - =i-S- . (3«0
K
&
The formula for the average power required is obtained by combining (6),
(28), and (33). The result is
h2K
"A ' 2KBV* .2 *. A ' <35>
A factor R has been placed in the denominator to account for the
enhancement of the plasma line above the thermal level.
Using the numerical values given in Table I, we calculate from
(3*0 a horizontal spatial resolution for this measurement of Ax = 0.5 km.
The corresponding average powers for various ranges are plotted in Fig. 3-
The horizontal resolution is quite acceptable. However, since the maximum
possible average power available is about k kW [Crawford^ 1975], it would
not be possible to measure the plasma line for the parameters in Table I
for ranges greater than 8 km. However, as examination of (26) and (32)
12
shows, if we degrade the horizontal spatial resolution, Ax , sixfold,
from 0.5 to 3 km, then the average power requirement, P
 } is 'reduced
by a factor of eleven, and it should be possible to increase the range
of the measurements to 25 km-
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6. Ion Component
In the case of the ion component, it is necessary to determine the
spectrum as a function of frequency to a resolution of about 1-5 kHz.
We cannot use the method of the previous section, therefore, and must
use either a bank of filters or a correlation function technique. The
former method is not feasible, since the vertical range discrimination
will require a pulse too short to satisfy the criterion that T^f be
greater than unity. We are left, therfore, with the correlation function
technique as our only alternative.
Farley [1972] has described possible pulse schemes for correlation
measurements which eliminate clutter between adjoining pulses. The most
suitable one for our purposes has five pulses (corresponding to n = 5
P
in (2*0) occurring at 0, 3, k, 9, and 11 t , where t is some basic time
C C
unit. The intervals between the pulses are 3, 1 5 and 2 t,, and all lags between
C
I and 11 t ,except for 10 t , may be determined. The length of each
pulse, T , is chosen to give the desired vertical height discrimination,
but certainly must be less than t . The length of the entire train is
c
II t + T = 12 t and must of course be chosen less than t . Such a
c c g
system is able to analyze a spectrum of bandwidth equal to 1/t to
C
a resolution of 1/12 t . If we choose t = T =20 /jsec, the height
C C
discrimination is 3 km, the frequency resolution is 5 kHz, and the signal
bandwidth may be as wide as 50 kHz.
The total number of groups of pulses available in this method per
period t is
e
Kg = t /12 t (36)
h e
while the total number is
K
 =
 K
e irV • (3T)6
 s
 e
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Substituting this into (27) and solving for Ax gives a horizontal
spatial resolution of
r> I \
kn v t It + 12 t \
Ax = p g e h . c . (38)
^ 1 C •
\ g /
The average power is related to the total power through the relations
(39)A t It. + 12 t IT '
Combining this with (6), (27), and (39) shows that the required average
power is given by
2
p - 2h
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Substituting the values in Table I into (38) and (i)-0) shows that the
horizontal spatial resolution and the average power vary as shown in
Fig. k-. Note that the minimum range is 36 km. Both the horizontal spatial
resolution and the average power are too large to allow the method to be
useful, at least for the values in Table I.
7. Plasma Line with HF Induced Enhancement
When the ionosphere is irradiated with a strong HF radio wave, para-
metric interaction involving the decay of the incident ordinary HF
electromagnetic wave into plasma waves and ion acoustic waves takes place.
This gives rise to a plasma wave spectrum which is orders of magnitude
above that occurring in natural incoherent scatter experiments. Because
the phenomenon is not distributed vertically in space, but is, rather,
confined to a narrow layer, height discrimination is relatively
unimportant, and we may use the filter bank technique in addition to the
correlation function method.
Combining (17) and (20), we find that the required HF transmitter
power is given by
32 n ch2 NK T Y (E2S)
G S
Since the inactive time between the scatter radar pulse train is roughly
t - t =11 ms, and it takes roughly 100 ms for the parametric inter-
&
action process to saturate [Kantor, 1971!], it is necessary to keep the
HF power on continuously during the measurement. Therefore (^ l) also
represents the average HF power required. This is plotted in Fig. 5 for
various ranges. It is apparent from the plot that it will be practical
to heat the ionosphere only for ranges less than 5 km.
Let us consider the correlation method first with the same pulsing
scheme as in the previous section. A review of the arguments in the
previous session show that (38) holds here also, and therefore the values
for Ax in Fig. k again. Combining (23), (27), and (39), we find that
K T h2
A
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Both P and Ax are plotted in Fig. 6. The power demand is quite
n.
modest, but again, as in the case of the ion component, the poor horizontal
spatial resolution length -rules out the correlation method.
We turn finally to the filter bank method. A convenient pulsing
scheme is shown in Fig. 7- The transmitter is turned on for time t ,
the receiver gate is opened for an equal time, and then the whole
sequence repeats until t = t . The number of pulses that can be trans-
&
mitted between 0 and t is
e
t h
K _ _s ___ g
g ~ 2t. ~ 2hh
The frequency resolution is Af = l/th and the total number of pulses is
*4 rr- •
s e
The average "power is given by
K t * h
P = P -5-5- = P -i
A T t T 2h
e e
Substituting (^ 3) and (^ )^ into (28) and solving for the horizontal
resolution &.x gives
t
S e
^ (hg/2h)
Combining (15), (16), (28), and (^ 5) with X = 1 gives
g e g
A ~ P p~— I—p~i' (^ 7)A
 2«r^ NArHs(kYXD)(^ S) \ ^ /
In Fig. 8 have been plotted 4x , (±f , and P as a function of range.
A
The radar average pulse power requirement can be met out to about go •^m- ^n
region of short range, the horizontal spatial resolution is also very
good, being of the order of 1 - 3 km. On the other hand, the frequency
resolution is poor, of the order of 20 kHz. The frequency resolution greatly
improves at larger ranges, but at the expense of horizontal resolution
and impractically high radar and HF transmitter powers.
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8. Summary
This study allows us to make the following conclusions regarding the
feasibility of scatter radar measurements on the Space Shuttle when the
radar beam is directed toward the earth, the vertical resolution is 3 km,
h kW of average power is available, and the antenna radius is 10 m. The
plasma line naturally enhanced by a factor of 50 can be measured out to
a range of 25 km at a horizontal spatial resolution of 3 km. The ion
line cannot be measured because the horizontal resolution is at best only
250 km. The same conclusion regards the HF wave enhanced plasma line
when it is measured by the correlation function technique. It would be
possible to measure the HF wave enhanced plasma line by the filter bank
method out to a range of 5 km provided the poor frequency resolution of
the order of 30 kHz were acceptable.
The radar transmitter power requirements for measuring the artificially
enhanced plasma line could be greatly lessened by pointing the radar beam
along the magnetic field lines instead of vertically downward, since the
plasma wave spectrum is much stronger for waves propagating in this
direction. In point of fact, however, little is really gained, because
the main difficulty is with the frequency resolution and the HF power.
There are two ways in which it may be possible to substantially
increase the power-aperture area products above the levels calculated
in this paper. First, large furlable antennas may be available in the
1980's which have an aperature approximately 100 times greater than that
of the 10 m radius antenna assumed in this paper. Second, megajoule
capacitor banks may be available for the Shuttle in the near future. The
energy requirement is determined for the various curves in this paper
by forming the product P Ax/v and is always an increasing function
A S
of the range. At a range of 100 km the radar energy requirement for
the enhanced plasma line is ^ 1 kJ; 3-7 MJ for the ion line; 170 kJ for
the HF enhanced plasma line by the correlation function method, and
23 kJ by the filter bank method. The HF energy requirement is 2.5 MJ
with the filter bank method and 87 MJ with the correlation function
method. Therefore, the availability of such capacitor banks should bring
most of the measurements described into the realm of possibility for
ranges up to 100 km.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the spectrum S(ky,ox,) can
be measured directly by a passive probe method. In this method the
signal from two probes is passed through a cross-power spectrum analyzer
[Barker and Ilie, 197^ ]. The cross-power spectrum so generated can then
be Fourier transformed into S(_ky,uO, provided measurements for a
sufficient number of relative positions between the two probes have been
taken. This procedure has been successfully carried out in the
laboratory [llic and Harker, 1975; Ilie, Harker and Crawford, 1975].
Because this is an in situ measurement; because of the low power require-
ment, and because one obtains 8(1^ ,ox,) for all values of kv (instead of
. ~Y Y ^,Y
just the one obtained in the scatter radar case), we believe this method
should be considered as a viable alternative to the scatter radar method.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: Ground clutter geometry. Clutter occurs for all ranges
between h and h
g e
Figure 2: Range-time diagram of the pulse pattern for measurement of
the naturally enhanced plasma line.
Figure 3: Average radar transmitter power as a function of range for
measurement of the naturally enhanced plasma line, Ax = 0.5 km
Figure h: Average radar transmitter power and horizontal spatial
resolution as a function of range for the ion component of
the incoherent scatter spectrum.
Figure 5: HF power as a function of range to give twice the threshold
power flux required for parametric instability.
Figure 6: Average radar transmitter power and horizontal spatial
resolution as a function of range for measurement by the
correlation method of the HF wave enhanced plasma line.
Figure 7: Range-time diagram of the pulse pattern for measurement by
the filter-bank method of the HF wave enhanced plasma line.
Figure 8: Average radar transmitter power, horizontal spatial resolution,
and frequency resolution as a function of range for measurement
of the HF wave enhanced plasma line by the filter-bank method.
FIG. 1. Ground clutter geometry. Clutter occurs for all
ranges between h and h
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FIG. 7. Range-time diagram of the pulse pattern for
measurement by the filter-bank method of the HF wave
enhanced plasma line.
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